
 

LEWISTON CURLING CLUB RULES FOR 

PRESIDENTS CUP CURL DOWNS 
 

2019 Season 
 

1. All games shall be 8 ends.  In the case of a tie, a tie breaker will determine the winner.  It will 

consist of one extra end being played toward the glass. 

2. All teams should consist of four players.  Teams shall have a minimum of three players.   

3. In order to participate in the curl downs, a player must be a fully paid-up member in good 

standing; associate members and non-members may not participate in curl downs.  An original 

member of a team is anyone who has played six or more regular season games with that team.   

4. Eligible substitute players must come from a team that did not participate in the curl downs 

and must be drawn from current leads and seconds. 

5. Teams are allowed one substitute player.  Exception: If a team has only one original player 

available for the playdowns...that team will be allowed a maximum of two substitutes in order 

for that team to participate with the minimum number of players allowed (3). 

6. A substitute player must play in the lead position.  On a full four person team...the three 

original players must move up one position, as appropriate (lead to second, second to vice, vice 

to skip). 

7. Prior to the final game of the curl downs…the sheet to be played on will be randomly decided 

by the sitting president spinning “the wheel”.  A traditional coin flip between the teams will 

decide hammer/color. 

8. Club members who play on two teams that qualify for the curl downs can play on both teams.  

Should the two teams meet or play in the same draw on opposite sheets, the player will 

designate a primary team to play with in that draw.  That person will remain on their primary 

team until that team is eliminated.  If a player’s primary team is eliminated but their second 

team is still playing...they will be allowed to join their second team in subsequent draws in 

their regular position on that team. 

 

Good luck and good curling! 


